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a b s t r a c t

The No Free Lunch (NFL) theorems have sparked intense debate since their publication, from theoretical
and practical perspectives. However, to this date, no discussion is provided concerning its impact in
the established field of imbalanced domain learning (IDL), known for its challenges regarding learning
and evaluation processes. Most importantly, understanding the effect of commonly used solutions in
such a field would prove very useful for future research. In this paper, we study the impact of data pre-
processing methods, also known as resampling strategies, under the framework of the NFL theorems.
Focusing on binary classification tasks, we claim that in IDL settings, when given a learning algorithm
and a uniformly distributed set of target functions, the core conclusions of the NFL theorems are
extensible to resampling strategies. As such, given no a priori knowledge or assumptions concerning
data domains, any two resampling strategies are identical concerning their impact in the performance
of predictive models. We provide a theoretical analysis and discussion on the intersection between
IDL and the NFL theorems to support such a claim. Also, we collect empirical evidence via a thorough
experimental study, including 98 data sets from multiple real-world knowledge domains.

© 2021 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

What can we know about the performance of a learning algo-
ithm without information or assumptions concerning the target
unction? Can we state that algorithm A is a priori better than
lgorithm B? Such questions have persisted for almost thirty
ears within the scope of the machine learning community, with
oundations in centuries-old debates from philosophy.

Schaffer [1] introduces the No Free Lunch (NFL) concept in the
achine learning community with the Law of Conservation for
eneralisation Performance (LCG), targeting the foundation of in-
uctive inference. Its impact and the discussion [2] that followed
re of great interest. Rawlins [3] had already anticipated some of
he consequences of NFL. However, it was Wolpert that provided
roofs for the general implication of the NFL theorems [4,5].
Wolpert divides such proofs into two contributions. The first,

ocusing on ways in which all algorithms are identical in a pri-
ri settings [4]. The second is concentrating on how a priori
istinctions between algorithms may be verified [5]. They im-
ly that the averaged performance of any hypothesis (model)
rom algorithms A and B is identical. Such implication assumes
uniform distribution of target functions without any further

∗ Corresponding author at: INESC TEC, Porto, Portugal.
E-mail address: nmmoniz@inesctec.pt (N. Moniz).
ttps://doi.org/10.1016/j.knosys.2021.107222
950-7051/© 2021 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
assumption or a priori information. These results are driven by
the philosophical conclusion by David Hume.1 concerning the
lack of a rational basis for induction [6]. In essence, it states that
one cannot prove a resemblance between experienced and non-
experienced instances. Accordingly, the (simplified) answer that
the proof of NFL theorems provides is the following. There are
as many functions with better performance using algorithm A as
there are using algorithm B.

Scope and Objectives. Based on theoretical results provided
by the NFL theorems, in this paper, we analyse its implications
within a particular problem of machine learning: imbalanced do-
main learning (IDL). Concretely, based on its extensive popularity
in real-world applications, we analyse and discuss the impact
of using data pre-processing methods, also known as resam-
pling strategies. Also, we provide an empirical study focused on
assessing the following aspects: (i) the ability of standard estima-
tion techniques in approximating target functions, (ii) advantages
(existence and magnitude) associated with the use of specific
strategies, and (iii) the impact of target functions’ distribution on
the assessment of (practical) equivalence of such strategies.

1 From A treatise of human nature by Hume [6]: ‘‘[...] there can be no
demonstrative arguments to prove, that those instances, of which we have had no
experience, resemble those, of which we have had experience... [...] We suppose, but
are never able to prove, that there must be a resemblance betwixt those objects,
of which we have had experience, and those which lie beyond the reach of our
discovery’’.

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.knosys.2021.107222
http://www.elsevier.com/locate/knosys
http://www.elsevier.com/locate/knosys
http://crossmark.crossref.org/dialog/?doi=10.1016/j.knosys.2021.107222&domain=pdf
mailto:nmmoniz@inesctec.pt
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.knosys.2021.107222
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Conclusions. Based on this theoretical and empirical analysis,
we provide key insights demonstrating that any two resampling
strategies have identical contributions. We demonstrate this by
developing hypotheses with multiple learning algorithms in the
scope of IDL tasks. Specifically, we claim that, given a uniform
distribution of target functions and a particular algorithm, for
any subset of functions where a hypothesis using a resampling
strategy A provides better performance than a hypothesis using a
strategy B, there is another equal size subset of functions where
the inverse is observed.

Impact. The implications of these results are far-reaching on
at least two accounts. First, one might intuitively believe that
different resampling strategies will lead to different contributions
in predictive performance. However, such intuition is often not
verified in the practice of machine learning. We observe a notice-
able trend in IDL research where new resampling strategies are
only compared to small and often similar strategies. We demon-
strate that conclusions based on empirical evidence from such
experimental settings could be fairly over-optimistic. Second, one
of the main drivers of IDL research is its application in real-world
domains. Results in this paper provide key insights concerning
directions for robust benchmarking and hyperparameter optimi-
sation of resampling strategies and their benefits in real-world
deployment settings.

The remainder of the paper is organised as follows. In Sec-
tion 2, we describe the NFL concept and the problem of IDL. Also,
we discuss their intersection and develop our main claim con-
cerning the identical impact of resampling strategies. In Section 3,
we present an experimental study designed to collect empiri-
cal evidence to support our claim. Finally, Section 4 discusses
results, their implications for research in IDL task, followed by
conclusions in Section 5.

2. No Free Lunch in imbalanced learning

Let D = {⟨xi, yi⟩}ni=1 be a data set describing a target function
f , where xi is a feature vector from feature space X composed by
redictor (independent) variables and yi an instance of the target
dependent) variable Y in domain Y . In supervised learning tasks,
he objective is to approximate the unknown function f : X → Y
sing a certain learning algorithm, A. Each approximation, h, is
model, obtained by optimising a preference criterion (i.e. loss

unction) L(). Depending on the domain Y of the target variable,
e may have a classification problem (Y is discrete) or a regres-
ion problem (Y is continuous). In this paper, we focus solely on
lassification problems, specifically binary classification.
Concerning evaluation and using the standard expression

ithin the scope of NFL theorems, it essentially boils down to
ssessing how ‘‘aligned’’ a hypothesis h is with the target function
. Estimation techniques are applied. The standard practice in ma-
hine learning is the use of techniques such as cross-validation [7]
o assess which hypothesis demonstrates the best generalisation
rror. Notwithstanding, it is common knowledge that assump-
ions in techniques such as this are often not verified [4,8]. The
rimary assumption of note to our endeavours is that feature
paces represented in available (training) data – and used to
evelop hypotheses – corresponds to an accurate representation
f X , the feature space of f . Here, we introduce an essential
otion for NFL theorems: the off-training-set (OTS) generalisation
rror [4,5]. Essentially, this notion embodies Hume’s [6] critique
f induction, defining the generalisation error for test sets (sets
f data beyond those used for training) without any overlap with
he training set. In other words, it implies that different regimes
ay govern the generation of data for training and test sets. Using
uch a theoretical framework, the NFL theorems are developed.
2

We describe the NFL theorems as follows,2 based on an inter-
retation of the proofs provided by Wolpert [4,5]. Given a certain
ost function c , what can we say, a priori, concerning P(c|f , d),
he probability of cost given a posterior f and a training set d.
ue to the scope of OTS error, we cannot make any assumption
oncerning the posterior, f . Therefore, our probability function
becomes P(c|d), which means that the hypotheses generated by
certain algorithm A and algorithm B depend solely on training
ata d. Most importantly, this means that we cannot make any a
riori assessment as to the ‘‘alignment’’ of the hypothesis gener-
ted by algorithms A and B and the posterior f . Given this, let F

be a set of uniformly distributed (appropriately weighted by the
probability of cost function c) of target functions. Based on such
representations, the main NFL theorem is stated in the following
manner: for any two algorithms A and B, there are as many
priors where hypotheses generated by algorithm A have a better
(lower) OTS error as vice-versa. Therefore, within this theoretical
framework, any two algorithms are considered identical.3

2.1. Imbalanced domain learning

Imbalanced domain learning (IDL) tasks represent a specific
scenario in supervised learning. IDL tasks differ from standard
supervised learning scenarios from the latter in two key points:
(i) data distribution and (ii) domain preferences concerning each
class. Concerning the first, IDL tasks demonstrate considerable
skewness in class representation. As for the second, the under-
represented class(es) is considered more important w.r.t receiv-
ing accurate predictions, i.e. fraud detection tasks. In formal
terms, and focusing on imbalanced binary classification tasks,
given a data set D = {⟨xi, yi⟩}ni=1 and y ∈ {−, +}, the following
characteristics are verified:

1. Given two sub sets of D for each class where D−
= {⟨xi, yi⟩ :

yi = −} and D+
= {⟨xi, yi⟩ : yi = +}, the following is

verified: |D−
| ≫ |D+

| or |D−
| ≪ |D+

|;
2. Given φ(Y ) : Y → (0, 1), a function specific to domain

Y expressing the importance of target values w.r.t obtain-
ing an accurate prediction. By convention, instances from
under-represented classes have greater relevance, φ(+) ≫

φ(−) or φ(+) ≪ φ(−), depending on the skewed class.

Previous work has surveyed the appropriate use of methods
nd metrics for IDL tasks, e.g. [12–14]. In this paper, we focus on
he most popular group of methods in IDL research and an ef-
ective solution to such tasks [15]: data pre-processing methods,
lso known as resampling strategies.

.2. Resampling strategies

Resampling strategies operate as ‘‘off-the-shelf’’ solutions, ap-
lied before using learning algorithms and developing hypothe-
es. Their objective is to shift the original distribution of classes in
he training data to make the generation of hypothesis more sen-
ible to instances from under-represented classes. Previous work
escribes three main approaches in achieving such an objective:
i) undersampling, (ii) oversampling, or (iii) a combination of the
ormer. For a thorough overview of such methods, we defer to the
reviously mentioned surveys.
Well-known proposals include random undersampling, ran-

om oversampling and SMOTE [16] (Synthetic Minority Over-
ampling Technique). The great majority of recent proposals are
ighly influenced or represent extensions of these highly popular

2 Thoroughly presented in [4,5,9–11].
3 Discussion on symmetric and non-symmetric cost functions was omitted.
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aselines. Recent proposals concerning undersampling includes
he work by Vuttipittayamongkol and Elyan [17], Ahn et al. [18]
nd Koziarski [19]. The first consists of research into address-
ng the problem of class overlap, exploring mitigation strategies
y leveraging knowledge from nearest neighbours. The second
ocuses on how the proximity of cases to decision boundaries
membership probability) may guide sampling procedures, ad-
ancing earlier work by Japkowicz [20]. The third, Koziarski [19]
xplores the use of radial basis functions as a mean of estimating
mutual class potential (of belonging to either the minority

r majority classes). Concerning oversampling, new approaches
end to focus on issues such as the distribution used to gen-
rate new cases [21,22] and the correction of known issues in
he SMOTE method [23,24]. We should also note a significant
ffort demonstrated towards hybrid methods — combining under
nd oversampling methods. Efforts include methods such as the
ncertainty-based undersampling strategy [25] (where SMOTE is
sed for generating hard cases), the use of undersampling to
void noisy examples in oversampling approaches [26] and the
ombination of SMOTE and undersampling for clustering, based
n Gaussian Mixture models [27].
Beyond more popular research paths, related work focuses on

t least three interesting and promising directions: generative
dversarial networks, genetic algorithms, and feature selection.
oncerning the first, SMate [28], a SMOTE-based strategy, incor-
orates Generative Adversarial Networks (GAN) for imbalanced
lassification tasks with image data sets, and Ali-Gombe and
lyan [29] explore data augmentation using multiple fake classes.
egarding the exploration of genetic algorithms, Galli et al. [30]
xplore its use as the basis for the optimisation of data selection
rocesses based on sets of criteria and Karia et al. [31] proposes
n oversampling method, GenSample, where sampling rates con-
ider the difficulty of learning each example. Finally, the study of
eature selection’s impact on IDL tasks has provided quite exciting
nsights. For example, Fu et al. [32] propose methods for data pre-
rocessing focused on feature selection instead of case-selection,
argeting the improvement of performance degradation associ-
ted with class-overlap. Also, Liu and Zio explore the integration
f feature selection and SVM’s in imbalanced learning [33].

.2.1. Discussion

eyond the proposals of new resampling strategies and the devel-
pment of new research paths in data-level methods to tackle IDL
asks, multiple efforts have focused on providing a more profound
nderstanding into crucial questions — and still unanswered for
he most part. For example, Elreedy and Atiya [34] provide a
eep analysis of theoretical aspects in the SMOTE strategy. Also,
ritical contributions to further understanding the impact of data
haracteristics [35] and the importance of calibration techniques
n IDL tasks [36] have been presented.

Most importantly, Garcia et al. [37] provide an extensive and
horough study concerning the widespread notion of superiority
emonstrated by oversampling methods in experimental settings.
he authors go beyond previous approaches on this matter, which
sually focus on aspects such as imbalance ratio or data set size,
nd delve into the data structure, leveraging the Safe-Borderline-
are-Outlier (SBRO) framework described by Napierala and Ste-
anowski [38]. However, there is a critical question that we should
ddress: which are the assumptions in place guiding the retrieval
f such empirical-based conclusions, and are they acceptable?
ltimately, they are driven by the assumption (or assumptions)
hat data structures in training sets are similar to those of respec-
ive test sets. However, such an assumption cannot be proven
i.e. Hume’s conclusion), which leads us to the basis of the NFL

heorems. We address the latter issue of acceptability in Section 4. r

3

2.3. The intersection of No Free Lunch and imbalanced learning

Our focus point in the intersection of IDL – specifically, the
impact of resampling strategies – and the NFL theorems derives
from the possible impact that such strategies may have when
applied to the original data set d, generating a new set, d⋆. This
leads to the main question we aim to answer. Let d be a training
set and R1 and R2 two distinct resampling strategies. Given a
niform distribution of target functions F and an algorithm A,
nder OTS evaluation conditions, what can we conclude from
omparing P(c|d, R1) and P(c|d, R2)? In other words, can we make
ny a priori assumption as to the impact of either pre-processing
ethods R1 or R2 w.r.t the cost function c?
From the problem statement, we notice that it poses an iden-

ical problem to that of NFL theorems when comparing two
lgorithms. Therefore, we make a sensible argument where lack
f information to decide on a priori advantages of algorithm A
ver B is identical to the lack of information on a priori advan-
ages between resampling strategies R1 or R2. We apply such
easoning and, given the evaluation and target function distribu-
ion settings of such theorems, we state the following. Given a
omparison between P(c|d, R1) and P(c|d, R2) – the cost function
robability for the product of applying resampling strategies R1
r R2 within the scope of a given learning algorithm – there
s no information to allow an a priori decision on the magni-
ude of their contribution w.r.t predictive performance. Therefore,
ithout loss of generality, a comparison between P(c|d, R1) and
(c|d, R2) within the scope of a given learning algorithm depicts
n identical scenario to the comparison between two algorithms
ased solely on P(c|d) — one of the possible formulations for the
FL theorems. Then, by repeating such an argument over a set of
earning algorithms A, we reach the final result.

Based on the argument above, we restate our final result as
ollows. Let F be a set of target functions uniformly distributed
ccording to their associated cost probability. Given the absence
f any prior information or additional assumptions, the NFL theo-
ems state that any estimation technique used should fail as often
s they succeed. Accordingly, we must conclude that, concerning
redictive performance, one should expect the same amount of
unctions in which using strategy R1 generates a hypothesis better
han when using strategy R2 and vice-versa. In other words,
here is no grounds for preferring a particular data pre-processing
ethod over another, given that they should present an identical
TS generalisation error when averaged over a set of uniformly
istributed target functions.

. Experimental study

A critical discussion surrounding the NFL theorems concerns
ts practical utility. We provide a concise description of such
iscussion in Section 4. For now, it should suffice to state that
uch discussion focuses on two key points. First, the assumption
n NFL theorems regarding a uniform distribution of target func-
ions; research suggests that the assumption that all functions
re equally probable does not hold [2]. Second, the use of off-
raining-set (OTS) generalisation error. Based on the practical
spect of supervised learning, some [8] argue that one should
ocus on the expected OTS generalisation. Such a focus would
llow some cases to be more likely to be present in the data than
thers. We follow such a view and adopt an out-of-sample setting
or our experimental study. We store a sample of the original
ata as a test set, used solely in evaluation processes to simulate
xpected OTS generalisation error.
Our goal is, in the scope of such debates concerning NFL theo-

ems and our focus on IDL tasks, to provide empirical evidence
nd improve these discussions. Specifically, we focus on three

esearch questions, presented as follows:
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able 1
yperparameter grid for learning algorithms.
Algorithm Hyperparameter grid

Random Forests (RF) ntrees = {100, 250, 500}

Bagging (BG) nbagg = {25, 50, 100}

Artificial Neural Networks (ANN) decay = {1e−05,1e−07,1e−09}
maxit = {50, 100, 200}

Table 2
Hyperparameter grid for resampling strategies concerning under and oversam-
pling percentages.
Resource Hyperparameter grid

Random Undersampling (RU) und.perc = {0.1, 0.2, . . . , 0.9}

Random Oversampling (RO) ove.perc = {0.25, 0.5, 0.75, 1, 2, 3, 4}

Importance Sampling (IS) und.perc = {0.1, 0.2, . . . , 0.9}
ove.perc = {0.25, . . . , 1, 2, 3, 4}

Synthetic Minority
Oversampling
Technique (SMOTE)

ove.perc = {0.25, 0.5, 0.75, 1, 2, 3, 4}

SMOTE and RU (SMOTEu) und.perc = {0.1, 0.2, . . . , 0.9}
ove.perc = {0.25, . . . , 1, 2, 3, 4}

RQ1 Can common estimation techniques provide a hypothesis
that closely approximate target functions in IDL tasks?

RQ2 Are there clear advantages associated with using certain
resampling strategies in IDL tasks?

RQ3 What is the distribution of target functions’ impact in as-
sessing the practical equivalence of resampling strategies?

3.1. Methods

For this experimental study, we leverage the following re-
ources. Regarding learning algorithms, we use Random For-
st [39] (RF), Bagging [40] (BG) and Artificial Neural Networks [41]

(ANN). We describe the hyperparameter grid used to optimise
such algorithms in Table 1.

Concerning resampling strategies, we evaluate five options
[42]: Random Undersampling (RU), Random Oversampling (RO),
mportance Sampling (IS), Synthetic Minority Oversampling Tech-
nique (SMOTE) and its combination with Random Undersampling
(SMOTEu). The hyperparameters defined for resampling strate-
gies are detailed in Table 2. The hyperparameter grid for each
workflow (combinations of algorithm and resampling strategies)
consists of every possible combination of parameters from each
algorithm and resampling strategy used. This results in 444 pos-
sible configurations, with 27, 21, 186, 21 and 186 possibilities, for
RU, RO, IS, SMOTE and SMOTEu strategies, respectively.

Concerning evaluation metrics and given the scope of IDL
tasks, decisions concerning loss criteria are crucial. Based on
conclusions from previous work, e.g. [12,13], we focus on using
the F1-Score metric — specifically F1-Score.

To assess the significance of results, we apply the Bayes Sign
Test [43,44]. Such requires the standardisation of values over
multiple data sets, using the percentage difference of results from
any pair of models (e.g. Ma and baseline Mb), as follows:

Ra − Rb

Rb
∗ 100 (1)

where Ra and Rb represent the F1-Score of the model under
omparison (Ma) and the baseline model (Mb), respectively.
Then, we resort to the concept of region of practical equivalence

ROPE), as presented by Kruschke and Liddell [45]. In the context
f bayesian analysis, such concept relates the notion of practical
quivalence and the probability of the difference of values being
4

inside a specific range as having virtually no effect — consid-
ered equivalent to the null value for practical purposes [46]. In
classification tasks, the interval [-1%,1%] is regarded as a reason-
able value for ROPE when using the accuracy metric [44,46]. In
this experimental study, we define ROPE to be the interval [-
1%,1%] concerning the percentage difference of F1-Score between
two specific models, given that it is a fairly restrictive value. In
summary, given the use of the Bayes Sign Test and ROPE, and
considering Eq. (1): (i) if the percentage difference of F1-Scores
between models a and b (baseline) is greater than 1%, model a
outperforms model b (win); (ii) if the percentage difference is
within the interval [−1%,1%], they are of practical equivalence
(draw); and (iii) if the percentage difference is less than −1%,
model b outperforms model a (lose).

.2. Methodology

Our efforts in collecting empirical evidence concerning the
esearch questions presented use a data set pool of 98 data
ets, leveraging the facilities of OpenML [47]. First, we retrieve
ll data sets for binary classification, with a total of instances
etween 200 and 10,000 and less than 500 features. Then, given
he context of IDL tasks, those with an imbalance ratio (the ratio
f cases of the majority w.r.t those of the minority class) greater
han 1.5 are selected. Then, we select a sample of 98 data sets.
he methodology used to extract empirical evidence from such
ata set pool is described as follows.

1. We select a random sample of 5 hyperparameter configu-
rations from each resampling strategy, drawn from the op-
tions presented by the product of grids described in Table 1
(learning algorithms) and Table 2 (resampling strategies);

2. For each iteration, we select a growing number of data sets
from the available pool — from 10 to 95 in intervals of 5;

3. For each resampling strategy, hypothesis are generated
with the sample of configurations (above), and we de-
termine which of them demonstrate (i) the best valida-
tion score (cross-validation), (ii) the worst validation score
(anti-cross-validation) and (iii) select a random config-
uration; also, we determine the oracle configuration —
that which provides the best out-of-sample performance
of the hyperparameter settings sample (used to simulate
off-training-set performance);

4. We carry out a comparison concerning the outcome of
applying each estimation technique w.r.t. each resampling
strategy, and the oracle configuration;

5. The above-described process is applied both by each learn-
ing algorithm as well as in a one-versus-all setting.

.3. Results: Estimation techniques

The first set of results concerns estimation techniques. Our ob-
ective is to assert if standard estimation techniques can produce
ypotheses that provide useful approximations to the target func-
ions (RQ1). The argument – made by both those dismissing the
ractical significance of NFL Theorems and those considering its
heoretical implications – is that standard estimation techniques
re not reliable.
In this context, usefulness translates to the ability to accu-

ately estimating target functions in an out-of-sample context.
or example, Wolpert [4,5] presents the NFL theorems using a
cenario where one is asked to choose between hypothesis pro-
ided by cross-validation [7] or anti-cross-validation estimation
echniques. As described, NFL Theorems imply that both hypothe-
es would rank (w.r.t predictive performance) similarly in the
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Fig. 1. Comparison between hypothesis selected by each estimation technique concerning all resampling strategies used, per individual or all learning algorithms.
Illustrates the proportion of probability for each hypothesis to win, draw or lose significantly against the oracle – the hypothesis with best overall out-of-sample
performance – according to the Bayes Sign Test.
long run, given a uniform distribution of target functions. An ad-
ditional estimation (pseudo-)technique, is that of a ‘‘randomized’’
selection of hypothesis, also introduced by Wolpert.

For the purposes of this set of experimental results, we bench-
ark the usefulness (ability to provide useful approximations

o target functions) of estimation techniques commonly men-
ioned within the scope of NFL theorems, (i) cross-validation, (ii)
nti-cross-validation, and (iii) ‘‘randomized’’ selection, using the
ethodology described in Section 3.2, and the evaluation efforts
s described in Section 3.1. Results are illustrated in Fig. 1.
5

Results provide compelling evidence concerning the practical
equivalence of oversampling strategies for most learning algo-
rithms and estimation techniques. Also, we observe noticeable
differences between estimation techniques, which should rise
within the practice of Machine Learning [8]. We draw three main
conclusions from the analysis of such results.

First, we observe noticeable differences between the level of
probability of practical equivalence among estimation techniques.
Regardless of inter-technique similarity in resampling strategies’
probabilities, the cross-validation technique demonstrates an ad-
vantage towards the remainder. Also, random selection is more
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Fig. 2. Comparison between hypothesis selected by each estimation technique concerning all resampling strategies used, per individual or all learning algorithms.
Illustrates the proportion of probability for each hypothesis to win, draw or lose significantly against the oracle – the hypothesis with best overall out-of-sample
performance – according to the Bayes Sign Test.
capable of approximating target functions than the anti-cross-
validation technique. Although such a conclusion might question
the application of NFL theorems, we should stress the following.
First, the distribution of target functions used is non-uniform,
which may favour specific techniques. Second, we use an out-of-
sample scenario. Unlike the off-training set scenario underlying
the definition of NFL theorems, it assumes some overlap between
the train and test sets, favouring the cross-validation technique.
But even with such conditions, the probability of observing a
draw is below 50%.

Second, in each estimation technique, we observe that the
robability of practical equivalence (draw) between hypothesis
elected by oversampling strategies and the oracle are similar.
ith different (although overall low) magnitudes of probabil-

ty, we observe this effect in cross-validation and anti-cross-
alidation and the random selection of hypothesis. We note that
andom Undersampling tends to depart from other strategies.
owever, we have no assurances concerning the uniformity of
he target functions’ distribution. As such, we claim it is a strong
eason for such effect — a claim verified in Section 3.5.

Finally, third, the dynamics of the probabilities for each resam-
ling strategy within all three estimation techniques demonstrate
noticeable degree of convergence. Concretely, using a more ex-
ensive data set pool does not imply a more considerable variance
f probabilities. On the contrary, it denotes a decreasing degree
f variation, pointing towards stability. Such effect is critical,
onsidering that the verification of NFL Theorems is commonly
ssociated with comparisons across a big data set pool.
6

3.4. Results: Advantage of resampling strategies

The second set of results concerns a comparison between
the oracle of strategies (the hyperparameter configuration of
single strategies with the best out-of-sample performance) and
the global oracle (best performer independently of which strat-
egy). Unlike the previous experiment, we assume the existence
of an estimation technique that determines each strategy’s or-
acles. Such assumption allows the evaluation of a pseudo-limit
scenario with robust hypotheses from all resampling strategies
(RQ2) — the sole difference w.r.t the methodology described in
Section 3.2. Results are illustrated in Fig. 2, using the Bayes Sign
Test (described in Section 3.1).

Results show that individual resampling strategies demon-
strate a similar probability of practical equivalence w.r.t the
global oracle, averaged over an increasing number of data sets,
regardless of the learning algorithm used – either individually
or combined – scenario (d). Interestingly, such a probability
demonstrates a considerable degree of convergence across learn-
ing algorithms, between (roughly) 35% and 50% for oversampling
strategies and 20% to 25% for Random Undersampling, as the data
set pool size reaches the maximum defined in this experimental
study. The degree of similarity presented by most strategies
amounts to critical evidence towards the verification of the NFL
theorems in IDL tasks. However, we note that the outcome of
Random Undersampling still presents a considerable departure
from the results demonstrated by other strategies. Again, we
should stress the two critical details mentioned in the previ-
ous set of experiments: the non-uniform distribution of target
functions used and the out-of-sample experimental scenario.
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Fig. 3. For each data set pool size, we test 100 samples to provide a more
uniform distribution of target functions, leading to a comparison between oracle
hypothesis concerning each resampling strategy and the global oracle hypothesis
— the best performer from all hypotheses (all combinations between resampling
strategies and learning algorithms used) in each data set pool sample selected.
Illustrates the proportion of probability for each hypothesis to win, draw or lose
significantly against the global oracle, according to the Bayes Sign Test.

3.5. Results: Distribution of target functions

The third and final set of results uses a methodology similar
o the previous one. The sole difference is that we introduce a
earch process for a sample of target functions that minimises
he variance of probabilities. Our objective is to gain insight into
he impact of the distribution of target functions. Specifically, we
tudy the impact of greater distribution uniformity. Ultimately,
he goal is to demonstrate that it allows for empirical evidence
hat provides a strong suggestion on the validity of NFL Theorems
RQ3). First, for all data set pool size thresholds (10, 15, . . . , 95),
we draw 100 samples from the available target functions, follow-
ing the application of the methodology described in Section 3.2.
Then, for each threshold, we store the sample of target functions
that minimises the variation of probabilities obtained via the
application of the Bayes Sign Test (Section 3.1). Here, we focus
on the outcome based on the optimisation process, including all
learning algorithms available for experimental purposes. Results
are illustrated in Fig. 3.

We should highlight two key observations. First, results
demonstrate that the impact (influence) of target functions’ dis-
tribution is considerable. Here, it provides results picturing a
context of practical equivalence across all resampling strategies
used in this experimental study. Second, we observe that such
practical equivalence is verified while increasing the data set
pool size. As such, depending on such variable, the probability
of practical equivalence (w.r.t. Bayes Sign Test) for all resampling
strategies varies between (roughly) 25% and 35%. We delve fur-
ther, providing a comparison of each strategy against all others
(instead of against the global oracle of each experiment iteration)
— depicted in Fig. 4.

Based on the intercomparison of performance from each re-
sampling strategy, we observe that no strategy provides a consid-
erable advantage w.r.t the probability of significant improvement
over another. Such strategies present somewhat similar proba-
bilities for wins, losses and practical equivalence (draw). Most
importantly, we should stress that no strategy presents a greater
than 50% probability of providing a better outcome than any
resampling strategy. Such outcome follows the conclusions from
previous experimental sets and our final set of empirical evidence
7

towards a demonstration of the possible impact of NFL theorems
in IDL tasks.

4. Discussion

The proofs of NFL theorems are one of the most cited papers
in computer science to date [11]. Such popularity expresses not
only its interest but also the magnitude of discussion surround-
ing such a concept. In addition to its initial discussion [2], two
papers provide an overview of issues concerning such theorems.
First, Whitley and Watson [48] provide a summary of positions
concerning NFL along with several contexts where the theorems
do not hold. Such contexts include NP-Complete problems and
specific permutation scenarios and types of functions [49]. Sec-
ond, Giraud-Carrier and Provost [8] argue for the lack of the
NFL theorems’ relevance when focusing on the practice of Ma-
chine Learning. Essentially, the argument posits that such prac-
tice implies ‘‘light’’ assumptions on the likelihood of functions,
i.e. contrary to the principle of indifference [50]. Such assump-
tions would lead to the claim that some algorithms may be
‘‘better’’ than others. Adding to this, we should note that when
we consider additional aspects of computation, e.g. energy con-
sumption, sensible arguments contrary to the NFL theorems can
be easily made.

The previous statements and our empirical results beg for
a revisit on the implications of Hume’s critique of the induc-
tion rationale [6]. On the one hand, we accept that inductive
inference using repeated experiments with equal success (finite
data) is not valid to infer universal truths [51]. However, on
the other hand, the existence of reliable regularities in scien-
tific laws is undeniable. At this point, it is crucial to note that
Hume’s critique does not rely on the search of a single truth,
but rather on its probability and the expectation of regularity in
repeating experiments [52]. Popper and Bartley [53] propose to
overtake induction through critical rationality wherein adherence
to a particular theory is hypothetical, conjectural and ultimately
provisional. Such line of thought allows coalescing both positions
concerning NFL theorems where, despite the lack of justification
to go from specific cases to conclusions based on their regularity,
evolution is based on adherence to sets of scientific laws, and
therefore expectations, such as those employed in the practice
of machine learning [8]. In other words, some expectation of
continuity is indeed by large a linchpin for such practice and
the development of machine learning. However, it should not
be considered imperturbable, and such consideration should be
a permanent concern.

5. Conclusions

The main question in this paper is: can we state that a spe-
cific resampling strategy is better than another without domain
information or a priori assumptions? To this aim, we have pro-
vided compelling evidence on how the general NFL theorems
are applicable in the context of IDL tasks and the use of re-
sampling strategies. Such evidence includes results concerning
the comparison of estimation techniques, and impact of data
set pool sizes, i.e. convergence. Also, we demonstrate that the
probability of practical equivalence for each resampling strategy
is very similar when approximating the general conditions that
NFL posits, e.g. uniform distributions of target functions. As a
contribution to future work in the scope of IDL, our main sug-
gestion is that researchers should always consider diverse sets
of resampling strategies and the optimisation of their respec-
tive hyperparameters in experimental comparisons when lacking
domain information or a priori assumptions. Furthermore, we
should care for the suggestion by Forster [54] and the interest
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Fig. 4. Direct comparison between each resampling strategy’s oracle for the entire pool of data sets. Illustrates the proportion of probability for each hypothesis to
in, draw or lose significantly against each strategy oracle, according to the Bayes Sign Test.
f research into real-world assumptions that describe why cer-
ain resampling strategies provide advantages (e.g. [37]) — a key
oint in the intersection with future research in topics such as
utomated machine learning.
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